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BAR BER POLE
Without question, the barber pole remains a classic American icon. And the Marvy name remains synonymous with a
professional commitment to the barber and beauty industry that proudly displays it.

8”MODEL

MODEL 88 $2,200.00
H840 W266

MODEL 88-2 $2,500.00
H1090 W266

The first Marvy Barber Pole incorporating an 8" glass cylinder.
Marvy barber poles attract more customers and increase
business. All Marvy poles carry a one year unconditional warranty.

MODEL 824 $2,400.00
H736 W266
MODEL 824-2 $2,750.00
H1244 W266
This is the largest model in the Marvy fine family of barber poles.
Constructed from stainless steel, polished aluminum, and
handblown crystal clear glass. With the optional hair stylist
cylinder or the traditional striped cylinder, the 824 is an awesome
sight

6” MODEL

MODEL 55 $1,800.00
H710 W230

MODEL 55-2 $2,050.00
H915 W230

An updated version of the original Marvy Barber Pole. Now in its
seventh decade of production, the Model 55 remains an excellent
choice for a mid-size pole. A true American classic!

MODEL 77 $,1950.00
H813 W230
MODEL 77-2 $2,170.00
H1016 W228
The big brother to the Model 55, the additional 4" in height gives
the Model 77 an attractive, taller and slimmer look. Isn't it time to
brighten up your shop and attract more customers with a genuine
Marvy Barber Pole.

4” MODEL

MODEL 333 $1,050.00
H610 W152

MODEL 405 $1,300.00
H610 W152
MODEL 333-2 $1,200.00
H760 W152

NON-REVOLVING
The only non-revolving Marvy Barber Pole.The faceted reflector back
will attract customers from all sides and will proudly display your
symbol 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 52 weeks a year.

MODEL 405-2 $1,500.00
H760 W152

With a projection from the wall of only 8" the Model 405 is the
perfect solution when space or regulations require a smaller pole. A
Marvy Barber Pole gives you more bang for your buck than any other
advertising medium.

MODEL 410-WM $1,390.00
H457 W152

MODEL 410-WM-2 $1,770.00
H610 W150

WALL MOUNT
This is the smallest pole in our line. Use individually or in multiples
inside or outside your shop to proudly display the symbol that is
recognized by millions of people all over the world.

MODEL 410-OS-2 $1,730.00
H723 W(of base) 190

M,ODEL 410-0S $1,500.00
H570 W(of base) 190

ON STAND
Set this beauty in your window and display your symbol for instant
recognition. Built to the same high standards as all Marvy Barber
Poles; this model includes an oak-finished stand.

